our recently proposed system Oscar [8] successfully deals with both the heterogeneity observed in the internet, parQuite a few data-oriented overlay networks have been ticularly bandwidth and storage resource heterogeneity at designed in recent years. These designs often (implicitly) peers, as well as non-uniformity observed in data-oriented assume various homogeneity which seriously limit their usapplications, particularly skewed key distributions as well ability in real world. In this paper we present some perforas skewed access loads which in turn uses disproportionmance results of the Oscar overlay, which simultaneously ate storage and bandwidth respectively. The Oscar overlay deals with heterogeneity as observed in the internet (capacenjoys all the benefits of systems like P-Grid or Mercury ity ofcomputers, bandwidth) as well as non-uniformity obwhich support complex non-uniform key distribution and served in data-oriented applications.
Introduction
Oscar is based on small-world construction principles [10] which do not restrain a peer from determining the size of the key-space based on both storage and bandwidth Practical scalable P2P systems need to take into account constraints, or having limited amount of routing links. The heterogeneity explicitly in the system's design. For datain-and out-degrees of a peer can vary depending peers' looriented overlays (internet-scale peer-to-peer index struccal decision, still providing guarantees of efficient search tures) heterogeneity is encountered both because of the peglobally. Because the links are chosen randomly the inculiarities of the environment as well as the application degree of a peer can also be easily adjusted, where indi- [4] , P-Grid [1] , skip graphs [3, 9] and derivatives [2, 6] the corresponding queries. look into into some sub-problems of these issues, like addressing load-balance under non-uniform key distributions. 2 Oscar Overlay However, these approaches usually take advantage of uniformity assumptions on peers' capacity in terms of bandwidt cosumptionsan storag capacity, wi limis the It is known that to build a routing efficient network with practicality for realistic peer-to-peer environments, skewed key spaces one needs to know a probability density Inathealye erimnts presentope er wevshowmthat function of peer identifiers over the identifier space [7] . One
In the experiments presented in this paper we show that of the simplest way of doing that is to randomly sample the *The work presented in this paper was (partly) carried out in the framework of the EPFL Center for Global network and get an approximation of the key distribution, tion of the distribution would be gathering in a sample set cedure:each peer ufirst chooses uniformly at random one the complete set of values which, of course, do not scale. logarithmic partition A, and then within that partition uniIn our previous work [8] we have shown that using such a formly at random one peer v. This peer v will become technique Mercury fails to build routing efficient networks a long-range neighbor of u. Regardless the complexity given arbitrary distribution functions. Moreover, we have of the distribution function it is sufficient to sample only also shown that it is not necessary to know the distribution O(log N) medians, hence the Oscar sampling technique is function over the entire identifier space with uniform "resalways scalable. The number of long-range links in Oscar olution" -it is sufficient to "learn" well the distribution for is not restricted and can be assigned individually according only some regions of the identifier space while leaving other to the needs of a particular peer, as long as there exist at regions vaguely explored, making it the base idea of Oscar least one such link per peer. It can be proven e.g. that in the algorithms.
worst case the search in Oscar network will be 0(log2 N).
Oscar uses this intuition in order to build its routing net only given homogeneous peers but also assuming nodedegree distribution degree distribution degree heterogeneity. We have performed the simulations on Oscar given three different node degree distributions: Figure 2 . Churn in Oscar constant, "realistic" and "stepped". In the constant distribution case, for all peers, p"n x and p"U'X were set to 27 links.
For the "realistic" node degree distribution we have used a
